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Fake news that manipulates political elections, strikes financial systems, and

even incites riots is more viral than real news online, resulting in unstable

societies and buffeted democracy. While factor that drives the viral spread of

fake news is rarely explored. In this study, it is unexpectedly found that the easier

contagion of fake news online is positively associated with the greater anger it

carries. The same results in Twitter and Weibo indicate that this correlation is

independent of the platform. Moreover, mutations in emotions like increasing

anger will progressively speed up the information spread. Increasing the

occupation of anger by 0.1 and reducing that of joy by 0.1 are associated

with the generation of nearly six more retweets in the Weibo dataset. Offline

questionnaires reveal that anger leads to more incentivized audiences in terms

of anxiety management and information sharing and accordingly makes fake

news more contagious than real news online. Cures such as tagging anger in

social media could be implemented to slow or prevent the contagion of fake

news at the source.
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1 Introduction

Fake news refers to information that is fabricated, misleading, and verifiably false [1,

2]. Most people broadly accept information instead of critically questioning its

authenticity [1]. In particular, with the boom of social media, on which individuals

can be simultaneously producers and consumers of information, ordinary people can

easily participate in circulation and gain influence through posting (e.g., tweeting) and

reposting (e.g., retweeting). Consequently, the impact of fake news on social media could

be disproportionate [3] and profound [4], especially in the political and economic fields

[2, 4–6]. Furthermore, fake news is more likely to appear in the highly uncertain

conditions of emergencies, such as disease epidemics and outbreaks, accidents, and

conflicts [7], whichmakes the spread of fake news a byproduct of the natural response that

people have to disastrous events, and social media can be fertile ground for this spread

online [8].

Fake news is more viral than real (true) news online [2]. The mechanism underlying

its fast spread, though critical, remains unresolved. Unique structural features in the

circulation of fake news, such as long diameters of penetration, have been revealed and

have been found to be platform-independent [9–11]. However, fake news is generally
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verified to be false after explosive circulation [12]; thus, in the

early spread, it is essentially not thought to be fake, so the

structural uniqueness is the manifestation of its fast spread,

rather than a cause that can fundamentally explain its viral

proliferation. Individuals, either human or bots, posting and

reposting fake news on social media are an alternative cause, in

particular, the human that occupies the dominant partition [13].

The spread of news is associated with the friends and followers of

the author. Nevertheless, user characteristics fail to sufficiently

explain the easy contagion of fake news due to their greater

effects on the dissemination of real news [2]. The content of fake

news, which was also found to be entangled with spread [2],

could offer promising directions for probing the mechanism of

its fast spread. More importantly, instead of examining spreading

structures [2, 9] and reposter demographics [14] after

circulation is ignited, revealing the mechanism at the

source independent of user demographics would be

powerful for inspiring new cures with a minimum invasion

of privacy. Hence, we would rather differentiate fake news

from real news at the very beginning of its spread by

scrutinizing content to figure out new strategies to mitigate

fake news that can be implemented without delay.

Online news content not only delivers factual information

but also carries sophisticated emotional signals. The digital

contagion of emotions is embedded in information spread,

and involves individuals experiencing the same feelings on

social media that they feel in face-to-face emotional exchanges

that occur offline [6, 15]. Emotions further impact the spread of

information, e.g., promoting the sharing of information [16] or

shaping the path of the information [17]. When the relevance

between content quality and popularity is not strong [18], the

emotions involved and their influence on psychological arousal

may be the key [2]. Moreover, the spread of different emotions

can inherently be distinguished, implying that emotions

conveyed by both fake and real news could offer comparative

proxy measurements by which to examine the mechanisms

underlying their circulation. In fact, fake news is preferentially

injected with emotions such as anger for political attacks [19].

However, differentiating fake news from real news is rarely based

on emotions delivered in the content and incentives beyond

reposting in extant efforts. The discrepancy in users’ perceptions

between fake news and real news is unraveled in the emotions of

the replies [2], while the emotions that are inherently carried by

the news itself are not considered when explaining circulation. In

fact, the negative emotions in the content have been shown to

cause positive responses (e.g., sympathy) [10], meaning

emotions, particularly in the negative parts, should be directly

examined when studying the spread of fake news. At the same

time, although social media content can be short, simplifying the

emotions it carries into a single emotion might cause the

emotional richness of the content to be missed [2, 20] and

lead to a failure of emotional recognition and inconsistent

results [2, 6, 21, 22].

In this paper, we aim to explore why online fake news is more

viral than true news from the perspective of emotions, which is

still not revealed by current studies. First, we define information

dominance to analyze the information flow among different user

groups according to the number of followers. Structural virality is

used to measure the relationship between diffusion structure and

the number of retweets. Employing the basic discrete emotion

categories and considering the mixture of them, this paper

further examines the emotional differences between fake and

true news. Emotions in news texts are detected through emotion

lexicon and even machine learning approaches. Besides, factors

that may have effects on the spread of information are measured

and controlled separately. Furthermore, this paper integrates

those factors into logistic regression and linear regression

models to quantify the effects of emotions on information

spread with the consideration of external shock. Finally, we

use offline questionnaires to investigate users’ retweeting

motivations which are induced with emotions.

Our results from various datasets consistently demonstrate

that fake news contains more anger but less joy than true news

does. And anger can make online information more viral by

inducing stronger incentives of anxiety management and

information sharing. This paper makes some contributions.

First, the virality of fake news is validated in the chinese

social media platform. Second, the differences of fine-grained

emotions between true and fake news are clarified. The effects of

emotions on the spread of news are also quantified. Finally, the

emotion-induced information spread is constructed to explain

why fake news is more viral than true news. This study further

proposed an early warning strategy in terms of anger proportion

to prevent the spread of fake news from the very beginning.

2 Literature review

Social media acts as a dominant source for people to get

information [23]. Unfortunately, it also creates a fertile breeding

ground for fake news [24] that could profoundly undermine the

stability of modern societies. COVID-19 related fake news hinders

the development of health behaviors and encourages wrong

practices, thereby increasing the risk of infecting the virus [25].

While fake news in politics can be deliberately biased [5] to

manipulate voters’ choices [26] and result in buffeted democracy.

In fact, politics and economics are closely linked, and political fake

news can accordingly incite shocks in the financial market [27]. Fake

news in financial markets also directly induces abnormal trading

activities and increases price volatility [28]. Given these adverse

effects of fake news in social, political, and economical fields, it is of

great importance to explore the diffusion mechanism beyond fake

news and develop cures against their spread.

Existing studies have found that the spread of fake news in social

media demonstrates some unique characteristics that are different

from real news. Even at the early stages of propagation, structural
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differences between fake and real news have emerged [11] in both

Twitter in Japan and Weibo in China, which suggests that those

differences are platform-independent. In particular, fake news

spreads farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly than true news

in the cascade networks [2], that is, fake news is more viral than true

news. It indicates that fake news can reach more people and cause

greater impacts through social media. Meanwhile, compared with

other topics, such as terrorism, natural disasters, science, finance,

etc., fake political news are more viral [2]. In the diffusion networks

of online news, echo chambers, composed of a group with similar

interests or views, play an important role [29]. Core echo chambers

of fake news can significantly contribute to their spreads [30]. In fact,

differences from the spread of true news can be effectively employed

to identify fake news [29]. However, fake news, in general, will be

noticed by the official departments only after explosive diffusion and

then be proved to be false. And most people don’t question the

authenticity of information unless it violates their perception [1].

Therefore, the unique diffusion structures of fake news are the

manifestation of its viral spread rather than the fundamental reasons

that explain its virality. The more viral spread of fake news also

implies that cures against its explosive diffusion should emphasize

more on content instead of structure to guarantee the in-time

intervention at the very beginning.

The content of fake news, which is the source of later

diffusion, should be considered to explore how it stimulates

other users to retweet. In fact, the manipulation of content,

e.g., emotions in fake news, has been noticed [19], for example,

anger is deliberately embedded in fake news to attack politics. [2]

compared the emotions of replies in true and fake news and

suggested that fake news was more novel and novel tweets were

more likely to be retweeted. Nevertheless, they didn’t consider the

intrinsic emotions of true and fake news that couldn’t be precisely

reflected by the emotions embedded in the replies. Studying the

retweeting behavior of users should directly consider the input

emotions from the original tweets they received. Hence, the first

research question (RQ1) of this paper is:

RQ1: What are the differences in the emotional distributions

of real and fake news?

The emotions embedded in the online information can be

transmitted to readers accurately without direct interaction or

nonverbal hint between users, that is, emotion contagion [15].

Moreover, the viral influence of media in enhancing spreading

phenomenon has also been analytically characterized in

modelling epidemic spread with awareness and heterogeneous

transmission rates in networks [31]. The scale and spread

characteristics of social media provide favorable conditions for

the spread of emotions [6]. It has been found that emotionally

charged tweets tended to be retweeted more often and more quickly

than neutral ones [16]. In particular, political tweets, containing

moral-emotional words, substantially facilitated their diffusion

within ideological group boundaries [17]. The effects of specific

emotions on information sharing were also examined in previous

efforts. It is found that awe, anger, and anxiety could make online

content more viral but the impact of sadness was the opposite [21].

In the contrary, Peters et al. [22] omitted the impact of anger and

failed to demonstrate the negative effect of sadness, but found that

users are more willing to share the news that provoked interest,

surprise, disgust, and happiness. The disputes in these studies may

be caused by the neglect of mixed emotions [20, 32]. While it is

agreed and acknowledged that emotions carried by content can

indeed influence the spread of online information and play key roles

in the process from retweeting incentives to behaviors [33].

Motivations behind why users retweet information on social

media, such as anxiety management, information sharing, and so

forth, have been explored [33–35]. However, few studies examine

the relationships between emotions and these motivations beyond

the virality of fake news. Hence, we ask the second (RQ2) and third

(RQ3) research questions in this study:

RQ2: Can the emotional differences between real and fake

news explain why fake news is more infectious than real news?

RQ3: How do the emotions affect the incentives behind news

reposting?

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Data collection

We collected eight datasets in total. The main dataset collected

on Weibo from 2011 to 2016 includes 10,000 true news items (with

409,865 users) posted by credibly verified users and 22,479 fake news

items (with 1,189,186 users) endorsed by an official Weibo

committee after wide dissemination (see Supplementary Material

S1 for more details). Meanwhile, with the proliferation of fake news

during the COVID-19 epidemic and the persistence of political fake

news, another dataset related to COVID-19 was collected from

Weibo to validate the results in the background of emergency

incidents (see Supplementary Material S7.3 for more details).

Besides, six more English datasets from Twitter and mainstream

news media in the west were also collected for supplementary

evidence of culture-independence (Table 1). Specifically, a

combined subset from Dataset S1-4, composed of a total of

129,690 news items centered around two topics: COVID-19 and

the 2016 United States election, were employed to examine the

effects of emotions in information spread; Dataset S5-6, composed

of 23,959 fake news items and 21,417 real news items, was employed

to reveal the mechanism beyond fake news virality. More details can

be found in Supplementary Material S10.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Analyzing information dominance and
structural virality

The number of followers intuitively represents the influence

of users on social media, i.e., more followers means the news,
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either true or false, will be broadcast to a larger audience and

accordingly result in more retweets. Some users in social media,

however, will buy a large number of fake followers to improve

their influence [36, 37]. It may weaken the rationality of the

number of followers as the indicator reflecting the influence of

users. To ensure the reliability of this indicator, we define

information dominance (ID), which measures to what extent

the authors of news items could dominate the spread in other

spreader groups. According to the numbers of followers, all users

are divided into eight groups, including G0 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [0, 10)), G1 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [10, 102)), G2 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [102, 103)), G3 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [103, 104)), G4 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [104, 105)), G5 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [105, 106)), G6 (users whose follower

counts fall in the interval [106, 107)), and G7 (users whose

follower counts fall in the interval [107,∞)). The information

transmitted from the news item m in Gi (if the author of m

belongs to Gi, m is accordingly split to Gi) to Gj is defined as

Ti,m,j � Ni,m,j

∑G
g�1Ni,m,g

, (1)

where Ni,m,j is the number of spreaders who belong to Gj and

retweetedm inGi, andG is the number of groups. Meanwhile, the

coverage of m to Gj is defined as

Ci,m,j � Ni,m,j

Nj
, (2)

where Nj is the number of users belonging to Gj. According to

Ti,m,j and Ci,m,j, the transmission coverage of Gi to Gj is defined as

TCi,j � 1
Mi

∑
Mi

m�1
Ti,m,jCi,m,j, (3)

where Mi is the number of news items in Gi. Then, the

information dominance of Gi to Gj is

ID Gi, Gj( ) � TCi,j − TCj,i

TCi,j + TCj,i
. (4)

When the information dominance of Gi (Gout) to Gj (Gin) is

positive, i.e., ID(Gi, Gj)> 0, it is defined that Gi has more

information influence as compared to Gj. As shown in

Supplementary Figure S1, since G2, the information

dominance of Gout to Gin is constantly larger than 0.5,

implying authors with numbers of followers higher than 103

indeed possess more information influence. Hence, it is

reasonable to divide users with low influence and users with

high influence by the number of 103.

Additionally, the number of retweets can represent the

spreading capability of a given news item [38]. The diffusion

structure can also reflect the very viral nature of the news.

Therefore, we further explore the relationship of retweets and

structural viraliy. The structural virality is the average

distance between all pairs of nodes in a diffusion [39],

which can measure the diversity of diffusion structure. It is

defined as

v � 1
n n − 1( ) ∑

n

i�1
∑
n

j�1
di,j, (5)

where di,j denotes the length of the shortest path between

nodes i and j. When v ~ 2, it can be thought an approximately

pure broadcast [39]. The average structural virality of news

diffusion with the number of retweets is shown in

Supplementary Figure S2. For all true and fake news,

approximately 97% of the structural virality is lower than

two when the number of retweets is less than 10. Meanwhile,

fake news is more viral (longer average path) than true news

(K-S test ~ 0.159, P ~ 0) in terms of structural virality, which is

consistent with previous results on Twitter [2], implying the

universality of our dataset from Weibo. Six typical diffusion

networks of both fake and real news are also shown in Figure 1

to further illustrate this point.

TABLE 1 Datasets used in this study.

Dataset Usage Language Source of
data

Size With true
or fake
label

Main Dataset Main Analysis Chinese Weibo 32,479 Yes

COVID-19 Fake News Case Study Chinese Weibo 324 Yes

Dataset S1 Validation of the Results English Twitter 12,247,065 No

Dataset S2 English Twitter 8,642,360 No

Dataset S3 English Twitter 3,835,546 No

Dataset S4 English Twitter 397,629 No

Dataset S5 English News media and Twitter 44,898 Yes

Dataset S6 English Twitter 478 Yes
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3.2.2 Constructing treatment and control groups
On the basis of the number of followers on behalf of the

broadcasting potential of authors and the number of retweets on

behalf of the spreading capability of news [38], we assemble both

categories of news into treatment and control groups according

to Section 3.2.1 (see Supplementary Material S2). For example,

taking fake news with low numbers of followers and high

volumes of retweets (LHF news) as the treatment group, the

controlled counterparts consist of either fake news with high

volumes of followers and low numbers of retweets (HLF news) or

true news with high volumes of followers and low numbers of

retweets (HLT news). Accordingly, by intentionally selecting

news that is weakly retweeted but posted by highly followed

authors, the possible effects from users can be controlled to

amplify the spread promotion resulting from the particular

emotion it carries. Moreover, although fake news is

statistically more contagious (longer path, faster speed, lasts

longer, and gets more retweets) than real news (see Section

3.2.1 and Supplementary Material S3), not every fake news

item is necessarily more viral than any real news item. For

instance, the diffusion capability of highly retweeted true news

is definitely more powerful than that of lowly circulated fake

news. Therefore, we would compare LHF news with HLF news

and HLT news first and then extend the comparison to the full

spectrum of discrepancies between true (T) news and fake (F)

news in terms of emotions.

3.2.3 Analyzing emotion distributions
Starting from the treatment and control groups, we analyzed

the differences in emotion distributions between true and fake

news. In this paper, we employed five basic cross-cultural

emotions, namely, anger, disgust, joy, sadness, and fear [40].

Besides, we used the distribution of five emotions in each tweet to

represent the mixture of them. There are three ways to calculate

the distribution of emotions, namely, emotion lexicon, classical

machine learning models, and deep neural networks. To be more

specific, for the emotion lexicon, we segmented all the text into

terms and composed a candidate set (see Supplementary Material

S4 for more details). Nine well-instructed coders screened

6,155 emotional terms through a WeChat applet, named

Word Emotion. Then, the distribution of five emotions is

inferred for each news item in our data through the lexicon

that covered 87.1% of news items with the remaining considered

neutral (see Supplementary Material S4 and Supplementary

Material S5). Moreover, we select top 150 keywords which

contribute to the separability of the text in different news

groups. As shown in Figure 2, the emotion distributions of

these keywords have marked differences (see Supplementary

Material S6 for more details). Details of emotional approaches

ranging from emotion classifiers to alternative distribution

measures, which provide consistent evidence in profiling

emotion differences later, can be found in Supplementary

Material S7. In the meantime, we conducted statistical tests of

emotional differences using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test.

3.2.4 Building logistic and linear regression
models

To qualify the impacts of emotions, especially anger (Anger)

and joy (Joy), in the spread of fake news, internal factors related to

content [41], users [2], and external shocks such as disaster events

FIGURE 1
Typical examples of diffusion networks for true and fake news
items. (A) A true news diffusion network with 630 nodes and v ~ 2
(pure broadcast). (B) A fake news diffusion networkwith 600 nodes
and v ~ 2 (pure broadcast). (A,B) are both advertisements. (C)
A true news diffusion network with 102 nodes, nine communities,
and v ~ 7.142. The content talks about the descendant of
Confucius. (D) A fake news diffusion network with 207 nodes,
17 communities and v ~ 9.895. The content talks about Red Cross
Society of China. (E) A true news diffusion network with
800 nodes, 21 communities, and v ~ 5.763. The content talks about
a North Korean diplomat who joined South Korea. (F) A fake news
diffusion network with 997 nodes, 63 communities, and v ~ 7.748.
The content talks about some people using babies to make
soup. Different colors represent different communities in the
spread.
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[7] should be considered and controlled. Specifically, internal

factors, including mention (Mention), hashtag (Hashtag),

location (Location), date (Date), URL (URL), text length

(Length), topic (Topic), Other emotions (Others), number of

followers (Follower), number of reciprocal followers (Friend),

and external shocks such as emergency (Emergency) constitute

control variables. The descriptive statistics and initial analysis of

these control variables can be seen in Supplementary Material S8.

We first built logit regression models to verify the emotional

differences between true and fake news. The logit model for

news i is defined as

logit pfake,i( ) � β0 + β1vi,1 + β2vi,2 + β3vi,3 + β4vi,4 + β5vi,5 + β6vi,6
+β7vi,7 + β8vi,8 + β9vi,9 + β10vi,10 + β11vi,11 + β12vi,12 + α′Xi + εi,

(6)
where pfake,i is the probability that news i is fake, β0 is the

intercept, and εi is residual. β1, β2, . . ., β12 and α are the

coefficients of the variables. vi,1, vi,2, . . ., vi,12 represent Angeri,

Joyi, Othersi, Followeri, Friendi, Mentioni, Hashtagi, Locationi,

Datei, URLi, Lengthi, and Emergencyi respectively. Xi represents

topic dummy variables for news i.

Then, we built linear regression models to examine the

influences of different emotions on the number of retweets.

The linear regression model is defined as

reg Numretweet,i( ) � β0 + β1vi,1 + β2vi,2 + β3vi,3 + β4vi,4 + β5vi,5
+β6vi,6 + β7vi,7 + β8vi,8 + β9vi,9 + β10vi,10 + β11vi,11 + β12vi,12 + α′Xi

+ εi,

(7)
where the dependent variable Numretweet,i is the number of

retweets within 48 h from the release of news i. Note that

over 70% of retweets of fake news and 80% of retweets of real

news occurred within 48 h after posting (see Supplementary

Material S3). Other settings, e.g., longer than 48 h, do not

influence the results. Consistent results based on the other

two emotion inference methods can be seen in Supplementary

Material S9.

3.2.5 Investigating retweeting motivations of
users

Emotions of high arousal, such as anger and joy, are

associated with information diffusion, particularly information

sharing [16]. To further investigate how anger and joy carried in

news influence incentives underlying retweeting, which reignites

the circulation of news on social media, offline questionnaires are

conducted to bind the emotion divergence between fake news

and real news with retweeting incentives. Due to the time

consuming and intensive labor costs, it is challenging for

questionnaires to cover all the fake news and true news in our

data. Therefore, 15 typical news items from groups of HLT news,

LHF news, and HLF news are selected to perform the surveys.

Similarly, in terms of news in these groups, the possible stimuli

from emotions such as anger and joy to the retweeting incentives

are hoped to be amplified to ease the following detection.

To guarantee that the selection of news samples from each

group is representative, each group of news is clustered before

sampling. First, we use the word2vec model [42] to convert the

words in each news item into vectors of 200 dimensions and take

the mean of these word vectors to represent the news item,

i.e., the news item is similarly embedded in a space of

200 dimensions. Then, K-means clustering is employed to

cluster each group of news items into five clusters. Next,

based on including keywords with high importance in each

news item (see Supplementary Material S6) and intrinsic

factors such as mentions and hashtags in each group (see

Supplementary Material S8), representative texts are sampled

from those near the cluster centers. Note that we do not

deliberately consider emotion distributions in the selection to

avoid the impact of subjective bias on subsequent incentive

stimuli and to ensure the objectivity of the results. Finally, we

select 15 typical news items (Supplementary Tables S19–S22),

and their positions in the group can be found in Figure 3. The

sampled texts and the keywords in these texts are distributed

evenly in the embedding space of different groups of news,

suggesting that they are indeed typical and representative.

Notably, the selected keywords that help separate the groups

of news in sampling the texts are anticipated to help strengthen

FIGURE 2
Word cloud and emotional distributions of keywords. (A)
Word cloud of keywords in HLT news. (B) Emotional distribution of
keywords in HLT news. (C) Word cloud of keywords in LHF news.
(D) Emotional distribution of keywords. In LHF news. (E)Word
cloud of keywords in HLF news. (F) Emotional distribution of
keywords in HLF news. All the keywords in the word cloud are
translated into English and can be found in the publicly available
data at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12163569.v2.
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the stimuli of reposting incentives, which would further enhance

the impact of anger and joy.

Then, we use the 15 typical news items fromWeibo dataset to

conduct offline questionnaires to profile retweeting incentives

towards tweets. The design of the questionnaires ensures that

other influencing factors on the interface are consistent, and only

representative real or fake news content is used to stimulate users.

And keywords that separate fake news from the real in these

items were also outlined in questionnaires to strengthen the

stimuli of emotions in inducing incentives of retweeting (see

Supplementary Material S6). A total of 1,291 valid responses

from 1,316 questionnaires were collected from active Weibo

users. Finally, for the responses to the questionnaires, we

analyzed the differences in motivations among different

groups after eliminating subjective bias and then explored the

relationships between emotions and motivations. Details in the

process of designing, implementing and analyzing questionnaires

can be seen in Supplementary Material S12.

4 Results

Emotional signals carried in either fake or real news can be

sophisticated, i.e., a combination of elementary compounds

rather than a single one [20]. Emotions with a strong

presence in the distribution are the feelings that the sender of

the news wishes the receivers to experience. The proportion of

anger (Figure 4A) in LHF news is expected to be significantly

higher than that in both HLF and HLT news, while joy is

expected to be lower (Figure 4E). The comparison is then

extended to a full spectrum between all fake news and real

news, and consistent results, though with shrinking gaps for

anger and joy, as expected, are obtained (Figures 4B,F). The

results of K-S tests can be seen in Supplementary Material S5.

Moreover, the amount of anger in widely circulated news is

significantly higher than that in less widely circulated news (see

Supplementary Material S5). Furthermore, the dominance of

anger in fake news (especially highly retweeted news) and joy in

real news (even lowly retweeted news) is further confirmed with

better resolution in the distribution of emotional keywords that

precisely separate the treatment groups from control groups (see

Supplementary Material S6 and Figure 2). These observations

persistently suggest that fake news carries more anger yet less joy

than real news and imply the possibility that anger might

promote the fast spread of fake news online (RQ1). Besides,

the divergences in anger and joy between fake news and real news

are robust and independent of emotion inference models and

emotion distribution measures (see Supplementary Material S7).

Even in specific events like COVID-19, the dominance of anger

to joy is higher in highly retweeted fake news conformably, which

suggests the promotion of anger in the fast spread of fake news

(see Supplementary Material S7.3). By contrast, the near overlap

in disgust between different types of news (Figures 4C,D), the less

occupation of fake news with high sadness (the proportion of

sadness is more than 0.5) than real news with high sadness

(Figures 4G,H), and the more dominant position of fear in HLF

news (Figures 4I,J) indicate their less positive roles in the virality

of fake news [16, 21]. Therefore, significant gaps across news

groups could also be independent of circulation, and well-

controlled inference is accordingly necessary for anger and joy.

FIGURE 3
Positions of sampled texts and keywords in the embedding space. (A) Text in HLT news. (B) Text in LHF news. (C) Text in HLF news. (D) Keywords
in HLT news. (E) Keywords in LHF news. (F) Keywords in HLF news.
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The results of the logit model for lowly retweeted true (LT)

news (control group) and highly retweeted fake (HF) news

(treatment group) show that the coefficient of Anger is

significantly positive and the coefficient of Joy is negative

[Table 2(1)]. Note that other emotions are omitted (Table 2)

due to multicollinearity and their trivial impact on circulation.

Moreover, for the logit model used to estimate all true and fake

news, anger is positively associated with fake news, though with a

smaller coefficient and narrower deviation, as anticipated

[Table 2(2)]. The results from the logit models further solidify

the gaps observed in emotion distributions across groups of

news (RQ1).

To further qualify the influence of both anger and joy in the

spread of fake news, a linear regression model with the number of

retweets (Retweet) as the dependent variable is established. It is

congruously found for fake news and all news that the

coefficients of Anger are significantly positive while the

coefficients of Joy are negative [Table 2(3) and (4)], suggesting

that anger can promote circulation and joy can prevent the

spread (RQ2). Specifically, supposing that other factors are

fixed, increasing the occupation of anger by 0.1 and reducing

that of joy by 0.1 in tweets would lead to 5.8 more retweets, and

2.2 more retweets occur if anger is increased by 0.1 in place of

other negative emotions, but joy is fixed [Table 2(4)]. The above

relationships between emotions and circulation are robust to

alternative emotion detection approaches such as competent

machine learning models (see Supplementary Table S17). For

other significant factors, although mentions can promote the

spread of news [Table 2(3) and (4)], the coefficient ofMention is

significantly negative in Table 2(2), which indicates the positive

effect of mentions on information spread is more suitable for true

news and fake news contains fewer mentions than true news. The

coefficient of Emergency is significantly positive in the logit

models [Table 2(1) and (2)] but inconsistently negative in the

linear models [Table 2(3) and (4)] (see Supplementary Material

S8 for more details). Therefore, carrying more anger and less joy

is significantly and persistently associated with the fast spread of

fake news and this association could make fake news more viral

than real news online. More importantly, additional evidence

from extensive datasets of English news on both Twitter and

mainstream media further confirms that this mechanism is

independent of the platform (see Supplementary Material S7).

Negative stimuli such as anger elicit stronger and quicker

emotional reactions and even behavioral responses than positive

stimuli such as joy [43]. The odds of being forwarded through

e-mails are also impacted by the physiological arousal caused by

emotional articles, and those evoking high-arousal positive or

negative emotions could be more viral [21]. In the spread of fake

news, the incentives behind the action of reposting that reignite

circulation are therefore hypothetically associated with the anger

and joy the news carries. Taking LHF news as the treatment

group and HLF news and HLT news as the control groups, the

possible associations between reposting incentives and emotions

are examined through offline questionnaires. By selecting

15 typical news items with keywords from these groups,

questionnaires are implemented to investigate four

motivations for news reposting on social media [35],

including anxiety management, information sharing,

relationship management, and self-enhancement. The

subjects of the surveys are Weibo users, and the overlapping

between offline subjects and online users is ensured (see

Supplementary Material S12). Preliminary results indicate

FIGURE 4
Complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of
emotions. (A,B) The proportion of anger. The proportion of anger
greater than 0.5 in LHF news is nearly 3 times as much as that in
HLT news (C,D) The proportion of disgust. (E,F) The
proportion of joy. The proportion of joy greater than 0.5 in HLT
news is more than 2 times as much as that in LHF news (G,H) The
proportion of sadness. (I,J) The proportion of fear. The results of
K-S tests are shown in Supplementary Material S5, and consistent
results from other methods can be seen in Supplementary
Material S7.
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that the motivation of anxiety management in LHF news is

significantly higher than that in the control groups (Figure 5A).

Moreover, compared to HLT news, subjects are more

intensively incentivized to share information when reposting

HLF news and LHF news (Figure 5B). Thus, fake news can

stimulate strong motivation for information sharing; in

particular, fake news that is widely disseminated can also

strengthen the motivation for anxiety management. There is

no significant variation in the motivation for relationship

management across news groups (Figure 5C), and the

motivation for self-enhancement in HLT news is stronger

than that in fake news (Figure 5D). What is more

interesting is that in questionnaires with keywords

highlighted with marks, the unique stimuli of widely

circulated fake news for anxiety management is

strengthened (see Supplementary Figure S19A). The

incentive of information sharing is similarly enhanced for

fake news (see Supplementary Figure S19B). All these

results imply that the responses to the anger carried by fake

news are sharing information and even managing anxiety. To

validate this hypothesis, the news in questionnaires is further

split into anger-dominated news and joy-dominated news (see

Supplementary Material S13) to directly probe the impact of

emotions. Compared to the retweeting motivations of joy-

dominated news, anger-dominated news stimulates stronger

incentives for anxiety management (Figure 5E) and

information sharing (Figure 5F). Joy-dominated news

ultimately excites stronger self-enhancement than anger-

dominated news [Figure 5H]. Meanwhile, no significant

difference is observed between anger and joy in terms of

relationship management motivation [Figure 5G]. Shuffling

emotions randomly further testifies to the significance of these

observations (see Supplementary Material S13). Therefore, the

greater anger delivered in fake news leads to more incentivized

audiences with respect to anxiety management and

information sharing, resulting in a greater likelihood of

retweets and, thus, more viral contagion (RQ3).

5 Discussion

Our findings emphasize the necessity of considering

emotions, particularly anger, in understanding the spread

of information online. On social media, the associations

between information diffusion and embedded emotions

have been noted for a long time; however, the profiles of

the roles of both positive and negative emotions are

inconsistent and even contradictory across diverse contexts

[6]. Considering the heterogeneous influence on spreading

from negative emotions such as anger and sadness [16, 21], the

TABLE 2 The results of logit and linear models in different groups. (1)
The results of the logit model in LT news and HF news. (2) The
results of the logitmodel in all true news and fake news. (3) The results
of the linear model in LF news and HF news. (4) The results of the
linear model in lowly retweeted (L) news and highly retweeted (H)
news (see Supplementary Material S9 for more details). The values
in brackets are the robust standard errors. *P < 0.1,**P <
0.05,***P < 0.01.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Anger 0.889*** 0.385*** 23.959*** 22.278***

(0.097) (0.077) (6.752) (5.628)

Joy −1.507*** −1.279*** −29.555*** −35.978***

(0.074) (0.055) (5.452) (3.936)

Other Emotions 0 0 0 0

(omitted) (omitted) (omitted) (omitted)

Follower −6.10e-08*** −3.14e-07*** 0.00002*** 0.00001***

(1.04e-08) (1.70e-08) (3.39e-06) (7.08e-07)

Friend 0.001*** −3.57e-06 0.048*** 0.040***

(0.00004) (0.00003) (0.003) (0.003)

Mention 0.104 −0.201*** 23.998*** 17.067***

(0.067) (0.050) (4.294) (3.521)

Hashtag −1.264*** −1.631*** 2.851 −3.350

(0.072) (0.052) (6.268) (4.018)

Location −0.066 −0.198*** −5.034* −4.438*

(0.069) (0.048) (3.011) (2.572)

Date −0.542*** −1.217*** 14.641*** 0.424

(0.056) (0.040) (4.270) (2.982)

URL −2.205*** −1.592*** −20.438*** −24.866***

(0.062) (0.040) (2.664) (2.263)

Length 0.005*** 0.009*** −0.281*** −0.197***

(0.001) (0.000) (0.054) (0.036)

Emergency 5.576*** 4.915*** −33.522*** −23.012***

(0.722) (0.585) (7.911) (6.545)

Topic dummies

Finance −0.361*** 0.153** −18.488** −19.635***

(0.093) (0.062) (8.130) (5.065)

International −0.379** −0.547*** 53.856** 12.386

(0.153) (0.119) (22.359) (12.479)

Military 0.928*** 0.879*** 11.864 13.618

(0.154) (0.122) (14.884) (11.159)

Society 0.942*** 1.513*** −21.502*** −15.074***

(0.071) (0.053) (6.915) (4.401)

Sports −0.742*** −1.393*** 110.647*** 63.475***

(0.137) (0.110) (29.290) (11.564)

Technology 0.253** −0.143* −1.712 −6.322

(0.104) (0.080) (11.131) (6.508)

Cons 0.205** 1.470*** 81.871*** 73.831***

(0.098) (0.077) (10.733) (6.806)

R2 0.353 0.359 0.084 0.134

N 10486 26831 20323 26831
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impact on information diffusion should be examined with

respect to well-resolved negative emotions. Instead of

simplifying emotions binarily into positive and negative

emotions, more elementary emotions are considered in this

study, and the distribution of five emotions is inferred to

reflect the complete emotional spectrum of news online. As a

complex reaction of a person arising from appraisals of self-

relevant interactions with the environment, emotion results in

direction of attention, action tendencies, and behavior [44].

This more detailed spectrum of emotions identifies an

emotion-inducing mechanism, that is, anger can provoke

stronger incentives of anxiety management and information

sharing, and then contributes to the virality of news online.

Moreover, more anger in fake news can explain why it is more

viral than real news. From this perspective, emotions could be

genes of fake news circulation, and similar to small mutations,

they could make the virus go viral. Mutations that increase

anger or reduce joy in fake news would enhance its likelihood

of being retweeted. Additionally, distinguishing structures in

the circulation of fake news could also be deciphered based on

the anger such news predominantly carries since anger prefers

weak ties in social networks [45] and may inherently forge the

diffusion structure of fake news. Meanwhile, the role of joy in

preventing spread, especially in fake news, underlines the

fundamentality of considering negative emotions of fine

granularity to control and deepen future explorations.

Therefore, it is anticipated that insights from emotions will

improve the extant understanding of online information

spread. And these results would also help establish theories

regarding emotions to news.

The vigorous promotion in circulation from anger implies

new weapons against fake news. Although structural signals

can be sensed at an early stage to target fake news [11], fake

news spreads rapidly and reaches the peak of new retweets in

less than 1 hour (see Supplementary Figure S5), so the

negative impact has been exposed to a large population of

audiences before identification. Moreover, it can take

more than 3 days for a post to be rated as false by outside

fact-checkers on Facebook [46]. What is worse, like a cat-and-

mouse game between manipulation and detection, features

derived from content or users that were found to be helpful in

machine learning on targeting fake news [47] can be easily

converted to inspire future countermeasures for fabricating

more sophisticated false news. In particular, fake news related

to emergencies is widely disseminated because of its clever

combination with anger, which may explain why efforts to

counter misperceptions about diseases during epidemics and

outbreaks are not always effective [7]. Inefficient or ineffective

efforts to detect fake news and debunk misinformation by

correcting both calls for new treatments and preventing the

spread of anger could be a profound and promising direction.

The early deviation in dissemination paths between fake news

and real news suggests the rapid effect of anger in shaping

retweeting [17]. For example, platforms such as Facebook,

Twitter, and Weibo should warn and discourage users as they

try to retweet news that delivers too much anger and persuade

them to assess the credibility of the information more

critically. The trade-off between free speech and fake news

prevention is the prime principle; however, a better balance

would be achieved by tagging angry news (e.g., with an

occupation of anger more than 20%, see Supplementary

Material S14 for more details) at the very beginning to

make audiences and potential spreaders less emotional and

more rational.

FIGURE 5
TheCCDFs of retweetingmotivations. (A,E) Anxiety management (M1-avg). (B,F) Information sharing (M2-avg). (C,G) Relationshipmanagement
(M3-avg). (D,H) Self-enhancement (M4-avg). (A–D) The CCDFs of four motivations in HLT news, HLF news, and LHF news. (E–H) The CCDFs of four
motivations in anger-dominated news and joy-dominated news. The results of the K-S tests can be seen in Supplementary Material S13.
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There are inevitable limitations that remain to be considered in

the future. First, the effects of fake news on offline human behaviors.

Online fake news and the emotions it carries can elicit changes in

human behaviors in the reality. However, we still don’t know how

people change their offline behaviors when facing fake news and

how these changes interact with emotions, topics, and so forth,

which is worth further exploration. Second, the spillover effects of

fake news across different social systems. The social systems are

interconnected, and how fake news and its emotions in social media

spread to other systems and then lead to greater impacts or even

chain reactions needs more in-depth research. Third, the variation

of fake news. When spreading in social media, fake news may

mutate and produce homologous information of different

versions. Analyzing the emotional and propagation differences

between different homologous news may bring a more

comprehensive understanding and inspire building of theories

regarding emotions to information.
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